
ADMIN ROLE – JOB SPECIFICATION 
 
 
1. Reception Duties: 

- Answering the telephone - taking a note of client queries and responding to the same 

- Booking appointments, keeping diaries 

- Advising about consultation and other fees,  

- Answering the door - meeting and greeting clients 

- Ensuring Reception area is clean, safe, and updated 

 

2. Office Administration 
- Assessing publicly funded clients of criteria for scope and means  

- Copying, Emailing, Scanning and Faxing documents 

- Registering incoming post 

- Electronic filing of documents 

- Time recording files - on law master software 

- Prepare time sheets / ledgers 

- Dealing with office utilities / invoicing 

- Ordering Stationeries  

- Deal with Contractors  

 

3. Casework Support 

- copy typing legal documents and attendance notes. 
- Prepare Court bundles - subject dividing papers, labelling, pagination, indexation 

- Typing telephone and other attendance notes 

- File arrangements - using the colour coded filing system for matters 

- Shadowing lawyers in in client meetings. 

- Court clerking, taking notes of the proceedings (as may be required)  

 

4. Practical Legal Research  

- Utilising both the office library and online resources to undertake research 

tasks given to her and presenting the results of said research clearly and 

efficiently.   
 



 

 

ADMIN ROLE - RELEVANT SKILLS 
 

1. Communicate in a professional and efficient manner  

2. Work effectively in a team 

3. Solving problems 

4. Able to work independently with own initiative 

5. Plan and organise effectively 

6. Self-management 

7. Understand and apply key information 

8. Use ITC skills in a working environment. 

9. Time management 

10. Manage busy and stressful environment 

11. Handle difficult clients 

12. Acknowledge when to consult with more experienced team members 

13. Learn to delegate to junior staff (on student placement) 

14. Use different software 

15. Good with numeracy 

16. Multi-tasking.  

17. Experience of working in a legal office  

18. Knowledge of legal aid processes  

 

 

 

 


